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Vote results
stun Soviets
by Ann Imse
Associated Press writer

Private Screening

BG News/ John Potter

Pete Batra. graduate student in career and technology education, takes
advantage of an empty graphics lab in the Technology building to

work on a class project. Batra was silk screening T-shirts and posters
for his organizational development class.

MOSCOW - At least 37 key
Communist Party and government leaders went down to embarrassing defeats in the Soviet
Union's first multi-candidate
election, according to results
trickling in Tuesday from across
that nation.
The losers in balloting for a
new national parliament included a candidate member of
the ruling Politburo, the premiers of Latvia and Lithuania
and 27 Communist Party leaders
from major cities, regions and
republics, according to results
obtained from interviews and
various press reports.
The humiliation was greatest
for officials who ran unopposed
on the ballot and still lost because more than 50 percent of
the voters crossed out their
names.
Activists in cities from Leningrad to Kiev waged "cross-out"
campaigns urging citizens to
vote against certain officials by
blacking out their names on the
ballots.
Izvestia reported Tuesday
what it called the "sensational'
result that no one was elected in
168 electoral districts where
there were only one or two candidates because so many citizens voted against them.
In the weeks prior to the election, activists carried posters in
Kiev illustrating ballots with
several names crossed out. Uk-

rainian Communist Party chief
Vladimir Shcherbitsky won
anyway, but voters rejected
both the party chief and the
mayor of Kiev. All three ran
unopposed.
In Iiningrad, Deputy Mayor
Alexei Bolshakov also lost despite facing no opposition.
Scraps of hand-made posters
appeared throughout the city in
recent weeks suggesting he be
defeated for that reason alone,
according to a resident.
The defeat of so many top
Communist Party and government officials was seen as a
blow to the establishment, but
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Gennady I. Gerasimov said
Tuesday that 80 percent of the
party's candidates had won.
Although those rejected for
seats in the new Congress of
People's Deputies retain their
current positions, Gerasimov
said local party organizations
will examine the losses and decide their future.
"Maybe they were wrong for
their posts," he said. "Maybe
they tailed to advertise their
Elatforms. Every case should be
iken separately."
In Lithuania, where voters rejected the Baltic republic's
president, premier, two vice
premiers, the planning commission chairman, the minister of
justice, five party officials and a
mayor, local media questioned
whether the Council of Ministers
and Presidium should be dissolved "in light of the people's lack
of trust."

Ward 1 residents voice Council boosts pay
Classified staff wages below market average
objections,concerns
by Beth Church
assistant wire editor

The sore subject of off-campus
student housing was the center
of discussion for a meeting held
by City Councilman Donald
Pond for Ward 1 residents Tuesday night.
A dozen citizens gathered in
the Wood County Senior Citizen
Center to object to the spread of
University student housing farther into their ward.
"Landlords have done nothing
but run the neighborhood down.
It's time for the city to face up to
the University — they are responsible for the problem," said
Dave Bewley, 315 N. Summit St.
Pond said during the formation of the master plan.

however, that City Council
"voiced concern loudly" to the
University. A statement from
President Paul Olscamp's office
further promised to allow developers to lease University
land to construct student housing, he said.
The councilman also explained an ordinance to eliminate construction of Greek
housing in the downtown business district, introduced at the
last City Council meeting, which
may help alleviate poor housing
conditions.
"We're trying to keep University activities close to the University," Pond said. "There's no
need for them to move into the
business district."
Sponsored by Pond's Community Improvement Committee,

the councilman said "it's a good
alternative to licensing and registration of landlords.
Pond further discussed a recycling/trash collection project
to be implemented by the city in
early summer, which includes
the distribution of special containers for collecting recycleable items.
Laura Johnson, 514 N. ProsEect Ave., objected to the possiility of requiring residents to
pay a nominal fee for pick-up
services.
Pond said, "More recycling
means less (garbage) going to
the landfill and in the long run
costs will go down. We (City
Council) feel there should be an
incentive to recycle and save
that money."

by Angela Blandina
assistant news editor

The Classified Staff Council approved a pay
boost for about 150 members of the University
classified staff whose positions were designated as
below the market average.
The proposed wage adjustments approved
March 21 result from a survey conducted by Personnel Support Services which compared wages of
University employees to those of non-University
employees in similar positions in the Toledo area.
Christopher Dalton, vice president of planning
and budgeting, said results from the survey
revealed classified staff members in more than 40
different job classifications are being paid at least
10 percent below the average market wage for
their positions.
Dalton said he has met with the Classified Staff
Executive Council and Robert Martin, vice president of operations, to develop a plan to solve the
inequities as indicated by the survey.
The proposed wage adjustments will cost the Un-

Judge lambasts drug attitude
by Dennis Robaugh
copy editor

At the recent sentencing of a University
student convicted of selling marijuana, one
Wood County Common Pleas Court judge
criticized the University for its attitude
toward what he said is "society's worst
problem."
Judge Donald DeCessna said the University is not interested in the challenge of fighting the drug problem.
"No one at the University takes the drug
challenge seriously," DeCessna said.
"Those who are supposedly our teachers,
professors and administrators either are
unaware, do not know or do not care about
drugs at the University."
However, Jacqueline Daley, director of
the University's Center for Alcohol and Substance Abuse Prevention, said the University is taking positive steps to combat drug

Wednesday
CLOUDY

Today: cloudy with
a 50 percent chance of
rain; high in the
mid-50s.
Tonight: occasional
rain, Tow near 40;
chance of rain 80 percent.
Thursday: high 45
to 50 with a 90 percent
chance of rain.
— Associated Press

abuse on campus and a program is being developed for next fall.
"We are now gearing up our resources and
we plan to work with them (the courts)," she
said.
Daley said the program will be for students who violate the University's drug and
alcohol policy.
During one case DeCessna said, "I know
of no courses I could send (the defendant) to
at the University to point out the pitfalls of
drug use."
When the University's drug program is
implemented, Daley said, the courts will
have a place to send drug offenders for rehabilitation.
She said the program will utilize students
as peer leaders to do educational programming, assess the patterns of drug abusers
and help them to make more informed decisions about drug use.
However, DeCessna said stopping drug
offenses cannot be accomplished through

educational programs alone.
He said people appearing in court for the
first time are frequently sentenced to counseling after considering such factors as the
quantity of the drug involved and the person's drug history. Repeat drug offenders
appearing in DeCessna s court are sentenced to jailterms, he said.
He said he did not believe rehabilitation
programs were very effective since many
people eventually return to drugs.
"Negative reinforcements have to come in
then,"Tie said.
DeCessna added he does not think the University is "carrying its weight" in the war
on drugs.
"They're passing the buck to law enforcement and me," he said. "I've got the negative reinforcement, but who's got the positive reinforcement?"
DeCessna said he would like freshman to

iversity about $600,000, he said.
Judy Hagemann, a council member involved in
the plan's development, said the plan's recommendations will work with the current system of
pay ranges and steps.
"We aren't changing the system, just adjusting
wages," Hagemann said, adding the plan would be
implemented in phases.
Pending approval by the budget committees,
University President Paul Olscamp and the Board
of Trustees, she said the first phase would be initiated July 1.

According to the plan's initial phase, employees
in the positions identified as below-market will be
boosted up one pay range — the average wage adjustment amounting to an increase of about 7.5
percent, she said.
In the second phase, which would be implemented the following July, Hagemann said about 100
classified positions would be increased an additional one or two pay ranges — bringing the average wage rate for the job classifications to the
market average.

Chilean fruit back
in local markets
by Scott R. Whitehead
city editor

Grapes and other fruit from
Chile are beginning to reappear on the shelves of local
supermarkets after a twoweek ban by the government
was lifted last week.
The ban was implemented
after cyanide was discovered
in a number of Chilean
grapes.
All three of the major
grocery stores in Bowling
Green — Foodtown, Kroger's
and Churchill's — reported
that they do, or will soon,
have the grapes again.
One store announced the
price of the grapes has in-

creased — and the others
warn the same might happen
soon at their stores.
Kevin Todd, assistant produce manager at Churchill's,
1141 S. Main St., said the
grapes jumped 50 cents a
pound at his store, from 79
cents to $1.29 a pound. Todd
attributed the price hike to
"supply and demand."
Harold Olsen, produce
manager at Foodtown, 840 S.
Main St., said grape prices
have remained unchanged at
his store so far, but could rise
in the upcoming weeks.
Although the fruit had been
unavailable for two weeks,
Todd said shoppers might be
See Grapes, page 4.

See Drugs, page 4.

News in Brief
Panel to discuss faculty,
students' educational goals
"Education in the 90's — What should students be
learning?" will be the topic of a panel discussion
and open forum today featuring several University
professors and Richard Wright, vice president at
Mead Imagine.
The discussion will concern faculty educational
goals versus what students want to learn at college.
Paul Haas, an economics professor participating in the discussion, said he expects the panelists

to "present different perspectives that will be provocative."
The discussion will take place at 116 Business
Administration at 7:30 p.m.
—by John Kohlstrand

Oil-soaked birds found
near Ohio steel plant
SHEFFIELD,O. (AP) —Oil-drenchedCanadian
Seese have been found near a creek that runs by a
ISX Corp. plant in this northern Ohio city, and a

state official said they might have mistaken the
plant's sludge lagoon for their natural habitat.
Two of the birds, one dead, were discovered by
wildlife lover Rick Sahr last week near the French
Creek, which runs near the steel plant. He said he
took the live bird home to care for it.
Sahr said oil-covered birds had been found in
that area previously.
The matter was brought to the attention of the
Ohio Department of Natural Resources, which
contacted USX on Monday, said company spokesman Ernie Glenn.
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Drug program
commended
Our society has many problems to deal with —
but perhaps none is as great as that of drugs.
Drug use is steadily increasing throughout the
nation — and the University is no stranger to this
disease.
Considering this problem, we must commend the
University for installing a new program — Prevention Center: For Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse —
to combat drug use.
Drugs and alcohol can kill — a true but hardhitting fact. Look at the University of Maryland, for
instance. Basketball player Len Bias, who was destined to be a millionaire, killed himself three years
ago by overdosing on crack cocaine.
That type of incident could happen at the University, too. Students here are looking for typical degrees, not a life in the National Basketball Association.
Jacqueline Daley, director of the University's
drug prevention center, said the program, which
was allotted $115,000 by the U.S. Department of Education, will be implemented next fall.
However, some method of drug prevention and
education is needed now. Numerous drug cases,
many of which involve University students, go
through local courts every day.
Even then, those who go through rehabilitation
may eventually return to drugs.
The drug problem may never end, but the new
center seems to be a step in the right direction in
fighting the war.

Contra funding
needs scrutiny
The current Oliver North trial is a solid reminder why we should be leery of the recently ap£ roved $45 million in humanitarian aid to the Con•as.
Congress and the Bush administration agreed
last week to a package which will give $4.5 million a
month to the rebels for 10 months. This new aid will
begin in May.
The problem lies not in that the U.S. has pledged
its support for the Contras. Instead there is justifiable concern that the funds will be misused by individuals with little supervision.
What is needed to make the package more
legitimate is a guarantee that the money will be
more closely monitored. If the aid is designated as
"humanitarian," then there should be safeguards
to ensure the money is spent on food and clothing —
not guns and ammunition.
It should also be remembered that the Nicaraguan rebels are becoming more dependent on U.S.
aid with every pledged dollar.
Also, all business concerning the Contras should
be conducted as openly as possible. After the last
fiasco, that is a small request to make of the Bush
administration.
Whether or not to aid the Contras at all is another
debate entirety. But for now the government must
conduct its business with absolute integrity.
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MICHAEL OTTNEY - VIEWPOINT

Editorial was misinformed
This letter is in response to the editorial
that appeared in the Thursday, March 16
edition of The BG News. In the aforementioned editorial the writer strongly advocated the banning of semi-automatic
weapons. However, several discrepancies
were obvious to this reader and are worthy
of mention.

ty to hold more than 20 rounds of ammunition. This definition is erroneous as many
viable hunting guns fit this definition, and
many weapons having the "assault rifle"
look can be fired with a five-, 10-, 20- and 30t round magazine. All one would have to do
to make his/her AK-47 legal is to be sure
only to load the 20-round magazine.

First, the writer mentioned that it was
very unlikely for anyone to hunt rabbit with
a "near machine gun." It was obvious from
this remark that the writer did not know the
difference between a semi-automatic
weapon and the so-called assault rifles. A
semi-automatic weapon is a weapon of any
caliber that is designated to fire one round of
ammunition with each pull of the trigger and
requiring no "cocking in between each firing round. It may come as a shock to the
writer of that editorial that a popular rabbit
hunting gun is a .22 caliber semi-automatic
rifle.

Additionally, the writer of the editorial
wrote that there is no constitutional right for
a U.S. citizen to have such a dangerous
weapon as our founding fathers could not
have imagined such firepower when they
wrote the Constitution. Obviously this writer
does not know that we are given the right to
bear arms so that this nation would not have
to have a large standing army. By having a
well-armed populace we would be able to
muster a sizable civilian militia in the time
of war (it should be noted that civilian militias are authorized by the U.S. Constitution).
Also, our founding fathers were afraid that
our military might oppress the civilian populace (hence, they did not provide for a large
standing military) and thought that a wellarmed civilian populace could defend itself
from oppression. It is clear that our founding
fathers wanted the civilian populace to be
armed with weapons comparable to our military due to the aforementioned reasons.

The definition of an assault rifle is vague
at best. Some say that an assault rifle is a
selective fire weapon — one that can be
changed from a semi-automatic to automatic mode with the flip of a lever — that is
light can put out a high volume of fire with
some degree of accuracy. Others, like Senator Howard Metzenbaum, believe it to be
any semi-automatic weapon with the capaci-

It should also be noted that our military is

still very small (less than two percent of our
entire population) and, therefore, our founding fathers' reasoning still applies today.
Another reason for owning these semiautomatic weapons is crime. Each day, 2.700
private citizens use their weapons to fend off
criminals. With only 150,000 law enforcement officials on duty at any given time in
this country, it is clear that privately-owned
firearms have a much wider use than hunting alone, as the writer implied.
One last discrepancy I noted was that the
writer mentioned no one should have such a
dangerous weapon. Well, if someone really
wanted to wreak havoc they could build a
bomb from such common materials as gasoline, baking powder and good old Draino.
Should we outlaw these materials also? Or
what about pump shotguns? After all, a
12-gauge pump with a double-ought buckshot
sends 32 .22 caliber slugs down range every
time it is fired. This weapon is not a semiautomatic weapon but is reknowned by those
who know firearms to be much more accurate and lethal than any fully-automatic
weapon.
Michael Ottney
710 Buckeye St.
Genoa, Ohio

JOHN KOHLSTRAND -VIEWPOINT

AA sabre to combat problem
A loose translation of select conversation from somewhere in
the Dagobah system:
Yoda: Luke, your first mission as a Jedi Knight will not be
a simple task. I command you to
fight in a war which has raged
for millenia on the planet Earth.
Luke: Earth? The name
sounds familiar ... oh yes. I did
the bar circuit there several
Eears ago. In California, I beeve. Odd planet.
Yoda: Your task will be to
travel to America to vanquish
the perpetrator of this great
war: Racism. I present you with
this special light sabre as a gift.

Luxe examines the weapon
carefully.

Luke: What are these runes on
the handle? They look like

BLOOM COUNTY

"AA".
Yoda: Yes, those are letters in
a language common on Earth.
Your weapon is called "affirmative action".
Luke: What can I do with this
weapon?
Yoda: You will use it to seek
out and destroy racism.
The new Jedi warrior scratches his head, looking perplexed.
Luke: When I was on the
planet, I never saw Racism.
Yoda: Your opponent is exceptionally devious in America.
On the surface it appears that
Racism does not exist there, but
it remains strong, let me assure
you. Now go.

After months of intense
research and travel in America,

Luke discusses his experiences
with his master via hyperradio.
Luke: ... so I see no great war
of Racism here, I swear, Master. Sure, anyone can find isolated incidents here, but I see no
great surge or undercurrent of
Racism. But I am trying, sir.
Yoda: There is no try. Only
do. You must do.
Obi-wan: Let the Force be
your guide, Luke.
Luke: Ben, where are you?
Yoda: What about the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra, Luke?
Luke: What about it? I haven't
had a chance to see a performance yet, but I hear they are
quite good...
Yoda: Of all the members of
the Orchestra, only two members are black. Of this pair, one

by Berke Breathed

was hired only months ago as a
result of government threats to
take away funding. Obviously,
this imbalance is the work of
Racism.
Luke: Gee, Master, I'm not so
sure. Most of the blacks I've met
aren't interested in that style of
music. Also, candidates for the
orchestra are judged behind a
screen, with those who judge
never seeing the candidates.
Maybe capable white classical
musicians outnumber blacks
simply because they have had
more opportunities in the industry.
Yoda: Nonsense! Over half of
that city's population is black
and who would turn down an opportunity to play with such a
famous group? Use the Force as
a guide for your weapon!
Luke: Okay. (With one great
swing of his glowing sabre, racial balance is achieved in the
Detroit Symphony Orchestra
and a group of talented musicians head for the unemployment line. Luke then looks
around, cautiously choosing a
target.)
Luke: You know, many of the
colleges and universities here
seem awfully... well, white.
Yoda: Obviously Racism. I
have trained you well.
Luke: But can I use my sabre?
Yoda: Of course. It will create
a group of scholarships and colleges open to minorities only and
lower admission standards at
other universities for these
groups.
Luke: So be it. (Lukeswings.)
Wow! This is great! Too many
white police officers! (swing)
Too many white corporate executives (swing)...
Yoda: (To Obi-wan) The
Force is strong in this one.
Luke: ... loo many white
presidents (the air is thick with
ozone as legislation passes requiring the next five presidents
to be black, i
Obi-wan: May the Force be
with you, Luke.
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Campus child
care surveyed

Activists to march for abortion

by Amy Burkett
assistant city editor

The U.S. Supreme Court soon
will decide the case of Webster
v. Reproductive Health Services
— a case which could overturn
the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision
that legalized abortion.
Toledo area proponents of a
woman's right to a legal abortion plan to demonstrate their
support for the controversial
law April 9 by marching in
Washington, DC., according to
a representative of The Center
for Choice II, 16 N. Huron St.
Laura Gray, a patient advocate of the center, said the
march is expected to attract
more than 500,000 pro-choice
supporters — including at least
200 from the Toledo area.
She said the delegation will be
aided by the sale of "Marching
in Spirit" buttons. She said the
buttons will allow supporters
unable to march to show their
spirit as well as financially assist the marchers.
John Huffman, University
journalism professor, said
modern medical technology has
outdated the reasons backing

A committee formed by Faculty Senate is distributing a survey to
determine current and anticipated child care needs of the University
population.
Faculty Senate created the ad hoc committee after concerns were
raised by several Senate members on day-care feasibility. The
committee consists of nine members, with representatives from the
Undergraduate Student Government, Graduate Student Senate,
faculty, administrative and classified staffs.
Sally Kilmer, chair of the committee and professor in applied human ecology, said the committee has four main purposes:
[ To update the campus child care need survey.
□To prepare a cost analysis with various options for funding if
there is a need.
[ To determine what other public institutions in Ohio are doing in
relation to child care.
r:To identify options and make recommendations regarding child
care at the University.
"It is really important for graduate and undergraduate students
who feel they might need child care to fill this survey out," Kilmer
said.
Susan Watson, committee member and graduate assistant in accounting and management information systems, said faculty and
staff members will receive the survey in the mail.
Surveys can be picked up by students starting today at one of four
locations: Jerome Library, Science Library, Office of Continuing
Education or the Off-Campus Student Center.
Completed surveys are to be turned in to the Faculty Senate Office
by April 14.

NEWLOVE
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the Roe v. Wade decision.
Before the 1973 decision was
rendered, the survival rate for
Firemature births during the
irst and second pregnancy
trimesters was slim, he said.
Advances in medicine have reduced the fatality rate for these
births. Huffman said this decreased the need for abortions,
which fit into the rationale that
the child could not survive if
born prematurely.
He said regardless of the Supreme Court's upcoming decision, "(pro-choice supporters)
are going to have to come up
with a new rationale for legal
abortions."
According to Gray, making
abortions illegal will force many
women to seek dangerous
"back-alley abortionists that
would endanger the woman during the procedure.
Carol Dunn, the center's director, said women who have
not had abortions could be affected by anti-abortion movements.
"The so-called pro-lifers are
trying to force America into
their own likeness. Followers of
Stalin, Hitler and the Ayatollah
started the same way," she said.
Gray responded to Dunn's
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"Ninety-eight
percent of all
abortions are
abortions of
convenience. Hard
cases only
constitute two
percent."

He said he believes former
President Ronald Reagan,
President George Bush and: the
majority of U.S. citizens do not
support abortion for nonmedical reasons.

-Kit Eridon, president
of Bowling Green
Right-to-Life
According to Gray, antiabortionists are "only looking at
the 'baby' " and not at the circumstances surrounding the
mother's decision.

"Ninety-eight percent of all
abortions are abortions of convenience. Hard cases only constitute two percent." he said.
Eridon defined "hard cases"
as those in which a pregnancy
results from rape or incest, or
when the infant will be deformed
or giving birth would endanger
the mother's life.
He said the comparison of anti-abortionists to Stalin, Hitler
and the Ayatollah are made frequently.

"It is a comparison we hear a
Kit Eridon, president of Bowl- lot, being compared to narrowing Green Right-to-Life, said minded bigots, Eridon said.
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any decision made by the Supreme Court would not outlaw
abortions immediately. Rather,
he said individual states would
determine the legality of abortions — as it was prior to 1973.
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352-5620

OFFICER STRAINING

statement saying "It's a strong
statement but it's true. The antiabortion folk don't look at the
big picture ... it's what they
want and what they think," she
said.
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New Course!
ETHN 300 ISSUES OF ETHNICITY
FOR CONTEMPORARY ATHLETES
Description: A discussion & practicum course to
examine, understand and develop approaches to
coping with issues of ethnicity for athletes in
contemporary society. Emphasis directed to: Cultural
differences; Community Service; Contracts;
Conditioning & Substance Abuse; and
Communication.
Formal: Lecture-Discussions; Guest Speakers;
Assigned Readings; Development of a Personal
Journal; Independent Study.
Prerequisites: (ONE of the following:)
1. Be a past, present, or incoming intercollegiate
student-athlete;
2. Be majoring/minoring in a sports related area; or
Instructor consent.
Instructor: Dr. John Scott, Professor and
Resident-Writer in Ethnic Studies and former
(S.I.A.C.) intercollegiate hoopster.
Knrollment limit: 25 (Men & Women)

INFORMATION: Ethnic Studies
372-2796 or 372-2798
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ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
for

The BG News
If you are a self-motivated,
results oriented person,
YOU
have the potential to be
one of the highest paid
students on campus.
All majors encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications and job descriptions
available at 214 West Hall.
DEADLINE: April 7, 5 p.m.
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc
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Senior roles changing
by Scott Korpowski
staff reporter

Although a job can help form a
person's self-concept, retirement is no longer a stigmatizing
experience for some Americans.
According to Harvey Stearns,
director of the Institute for
Life-Span Development and
Gerontology at the University of
Akron, America's workplace is
changing and older adults have
a definite role in it.
In an address last night at 115
Education building, Stearns said
new roles and behaviors in the
workplace have changed older
adults' perspectives on retirement.
Because different professions
DIVE-IN"

require different skills and physical levels, age need not be
viewed as a detriment to productivity. Where a 40-year-old
basketball player might be past
his prime, a politician of the
same age is considered young,
Stearns said.
There are few professions
with mandatory retirement
ages, Stearns said, including
fire fighting and police work.
The workforce has been
changing in the past three decades, however, with more older
adults continuing to work into
their later years, Stearns said.
Males aged 65 or older who
remained employed in 1950 was
18 percent, whereas 48 percent
of like-aged males were employed in 1982. Statistics reflect

"DIVE-IN"

"DIVE-IN"

similar increases for women,
Stearns said.
The legality of mandatory retirement ages has been challenged under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
which prohibits the mentioning
of age in job advertisements,
hiring by age requirements and
job termination based on age.
Points favoring older workers
include better attendance records and fewer on-the-job accidents because of years of job
familiarity, Stearns said.
Debunking discriminatory
sterotypes, Stearns said the
mandatory retirement age,
which was arbitrarily established in the 19th century at
around age 65, would be more
practically set near 85 today.

"DIVE-IN"

"DIVE-IN"

Drugs

Grapes

[! Continued from page 1.

U Continued from page 1.

be required to take a class
dealing with substance abuse.

slow to buy them again due to
the cyanide association.
"I think people are going to be
shying away from (grapes)
right away, but that won't last
long," Toad said.
The grapes should arrive in
Foodtown stores by Friday according to Olsen, along with
other Chilean fruit affected by
the ban. Olsen added that demand for the fruit was great
while it was unavailable.
"I've been getting a lot of
phone calls for grapes in the
past couple of weeks, he said.
Stu Barton, produce manager
for Kroger's, 1096 N. Main St.,
said grapes will return to the
shelves in his store today. Barton expressed little concern over

In many cases, college is the
first time students are away
from home and the guidance of
their parents, he saitf
In addition, he said today's
educators and those of the future
should be trained in recognizing
substance abuse problems and
methods of prevention.
"These people are going to be
teaching our children and they
should be trained for this, but
it's not being done,"DeCessna
said.

Support the Red Cross:
Give Blood!

"DIVE-IN"

Immediately
Following
the Film!

JAWS

"SHOW
US

YOUR

Free
Admission
Raffle Prizes
'Bring your inner tubes
and rafts!

co-sponsored
by

DIVE-IN"

"DIVE-IN"

210 N. MAIN

3rd-5th prize:

10 free tans
at Campus Tanning
A free haircut
and style
at the Wave
4 free
movie passes
to UAO Films

NO COVER
BANK ll'l>ATKS(l> B(. S

-r~w*- Mike Katon
' Thursday thru Saturday
March 30 - April 1

contest!

pirrv^

The OnimnSMi t"e«ip» •

HOWARD'S club H

TAN"

O.S.E.A.
S.K.C..

: LUNG ASSOCIATION =

"DIVE-IN

TONIGHT! Take A Break if you Dare!
WED.
MARCH
29th
8 pm
in
Cooper Pool

= AMERICAN

the effects of the ban on sales.
"I don't think the impact of
the ban was all that great/' Barton said. "I think people will
basically buy them as much as
before.
The impact when the ban was
first announced had an immediate effect for many grocery
stores. Barton explained that all
grapes on the shelves had to be
destroyed or returned.
"The Kroger store in Toledo at
Secor and Monroe had to throw
away $300 worth of grapes and
they sent $3,000 worth back to
the warehouse," Barton said.
"After (the grapes) got to the
warehouse they sold the entire
stock to Europe."
Other Chilean fruit affected by
the ban included nectarines,
peaches and berries.

Howards is a Designated Driver Participant

BGSU Treehouse Troupe
presents Kids' Express

men & women can enter

"DIVE-IN"

"DIVE-IN"
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IF YOU'RE INTO COCAINE,
WE'VE GOT A LINE FOR YOU.

A presentation of stories ond poems
written by young people of Northwest Ohio
and adopted by Dr. F. Scott Regan
MARCH 31 and APRIL 1 RT 7:30 PM
JO€ 6. BROWN THCRTRC-, UNIVCRSITV HRLL
All tickets.$3

For reservations, coll 372-2719

EDUCATION IN THE 90'S
WHAT SHOULD STUDENTS BE LEARNING?
Students: What do you want to know when you
graduate from BGSU?
Faculty: What are your goals in teaching? Do they
coincide with the educational goals of the students?
Come join a panel dicussion and open forum lo discuss these issues.

PARTICIPANTS
RICHARD WRIGHT
Vice President Mead Imaging
McM'aster Institute Senior Fellow
ELLIOTT BLINN
Professor of Chemistry
RONALD HARTLEY
Professor of Accounting
WILLIAM ROCK
Professor of History
PAUL HAAS
Professor of Economics,
Director University Honors Program,
Moderator

Now there's another tragic
side effect of cocaine.
It's called unemployment.
Last year alone, America's

businesses lost more than $60
billion to drugs. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 will be
administering drug tests. Fail-

ing the test means you won't be
considered for employment.
And that's a little dose
of reality.

WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS DUT OF BUSINESS.
Partnership for a Drue-Free America
Jhis message brought to you^by Faculty Senate, Advertising Club and The BG News.,

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 29, 1989
ROOM 116 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
7:30 PM

Sponsored by:
University Honors Program The McMaster Institute
Open to the Public
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Settlement reached for victims

Bush orders 'hard look' at oil spill

Settlement closes 'Rockford Files'

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. officials said Tuesday that Iraq's
agreement to pay $27.35 million to the families of the 37 sailors killed
in the attack on the USS Stark is a satisfactory and fair settlement,
but it is unclear when the payments will be made.
The agreement, formally announced by the State Department,
represents about 92 percent of the $29.6 million the United States had
requested for the families of those who died in Iraq's unprovoked
missile attack on the Stark in 1987.
Bush administration officials privately described the agreement
as "satisfactory" and a "fair settlement." The sources, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said it remained unclear when Iraq would
pay the money. They said Iraqi officials had offered the settlement
in a take-it-or-leave-it manner.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush dispatched three highranking officials to Alaska on Tuesday to "take a hard look" at the
nation's worst oil spill and judge whether the government should
take over the massive cleanup job from Exxon.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — James Garner has reached a multimillion-dollar settlement in his lawsuit against Universal Studios over
delayed profit payments from the "Rockford Files" television series, Garner's lawyer said.
Attorney Marvin Burns declined to reveal terms of the settlement,
which he called "satisfactory." Garner previously had rejected a $6
million offer by Universal to settle the lawsuit, in which he demanded $16.5 million in damages and unpaid profits for the popular 1970s
show.
Garner and other actors claimed that studio accountants charged
excessive expenses, using these calculations to cut into payments to
actors.
Garner in 1983 sued Universal, a unit of MCA, Inc., for fraud,
deceit and breach of contract.
Garner received no profit payments until December 1988, when he
was paid $607,000 after the show had grossed $125 million in network
and syndicated runs, Burns said. Garner's contract called for the
actor to receive 37.5 percent of net profits from syndication and
other sales, Burns said.
Universal and other studios usually deduct expenses and other
charges before they calculate the net profit percentages that are
paid actors.

With an oil slick spread across 100 square miles of Prince William
Sound, Bush said the first priority is to protect the environment and
"clean up this disaster." Then, he said, the government will decide
on any penalties for the spill.
"This is a matter of tremendous concern to Alaskans and, indeed,
to all of us," Bush said. "The conservation side is important. The
energy side is important."

STATE / LOCAL
New law harnesses vicious dogs

Cleveland combats race woes

TOLEDO (AP) — City Council on Tuesday adopted a new ordinance restricting the number of vicious dogs that can be kept in residential areas, despite pleas by opponents of the measure.
"We are not looking to put people in jail for dogs. But we are looking to stop a very serious problem," said Thomas Skeldon, Lucas
County dog warden.
The legislation, aimed at controlling pit bull dogs, prohibits keeping more than one vicious dog in an area zoned residential or within
1,000 feet of resident ially-zoned property.
People who own more than one vicious dog will have a two-week
grace period while the county and city draw up an enforcement conbract, Skeldon said. Anyone who violates the law, a first-degree misdemeanor, could be subject to a maximum penalty of six months
imprisonment and $1,000 fine.

CLEVELAND (AP) — City Council members agreed Tuesday to
try to put aside election-year politics and work together to combat
racial violence in Cleveland.
"We have a problem in this community," said Earl W. Williams,
executive director of the city's Community Relations Board and
Mayor George Voinovich's representative at the meeting.
"This is by far one of the most important sessions I've seen in City
Hall," he told council members who attended the session. The meeting was called over the objection of Council President George Forbes, who did not attend.
Forbes, a Democrat who has indicated he might run for mayor
this year if Republican Voinovich does not seek re-election, had said
the racial issue should not be discussed in a full session of the oftendivided City Council.

Ex-congressman,wife to separate
NEW YORK (AP) — Marie Biaegi, wife of former U.S. Rep. Mario
Biaggi, has filed for separation after nearly 48 years of marriage, a
newspaper reported Tuesday.
Biaggi, a former Bronx congressman, is scheduled to surrender to
federal authorities April 10 to begin serving a 30-month prison sentence for his 1987 conviction for obstruction of justice and receiving
two free vacations from Meade Esposito, the former Brooklyn
Democratic Party boss.
Biaggi is appealing his August conviction on racketeering charges
in the Wedtech case, in which he was sentenced to eight years in jail.

(=)OE

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE OPENINGS
The following states stil I have limited spaces for
exchange for 1989-90
Alabama
Nebraska
Colorado
New Mexico
Illinois
Puerto Rico
Iowa
South Dakota
Kentucky
Wyoming
Maryland

Montana
California
New Jersey
Idaho
Oregon
Indiana
Rhode Island
Kansas
Wisconsin
Maine
Minnesota

Hurry! Call Th» Canter for Academic Options, 2-8202
today for Information.

penedW
* 352-4663 *
FAST FREE DELIVERY
$3 50 MINIMUM DELIVERY
1432 E WOOSTER

t

OPEN:
\I()S SA1
II (H t ,l III

| ( X l ,| II

SI \
\IHHI MM IIMKIII

PHONE
352-9135

400
NAPOLEON

*• - Me - Q***

Free Coke With
Any 9" Sub Purchase

Free Coke With
Any 9" Sub Purchase

Leases

Flexible

^AlrTl*!!!--

BH[

(~Jm©, The S.U.B. at UT and WBGU-FM
present

VIOLENIT
April 3
8 p.m.
Grand Ballroom
2nd Floor
University Union
$6 - Students w/ ID
$8 - General Public
Tickets at usual
ticket outlets and
The QD£Ya office

WHOPPER
COMBO MEAL
Includes regular size order of crispy fries,
and a medium soft drink.
Present this coupon when ordering Limit
one per transaction Not valid with any
other coupons or discounts
Valid at Bowling Green locations only.
Hurry' OMer Expires April 4. 1989

$2.49

BURGER

KING

Opening Act:
Ben Vaughn
Hear:
Add It Up
Blister in the Sun
Nightmares
See:
Lots of people
Experience:
Violent Femmes

F
E
M
M
E
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Sports
Falcons shut out Wolverines 8-0
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baseball team defeated Michigan 8-0 Monday afternoon, a feat
which has taken place only five
times in the past 34 meetings.
The win, the third consective

by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

ANN ARBOR, Mich. - The

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!
TOLEDO S BEST CONTACT A EYEGLASS PRICES

for the Falcons, raises their
season record to 9-2.
"We caught them at a good
time," BG head coach Ed Platzer said. "I think it shows we
can play with some of the best
teams in the nation."
BG was led by the sparkling
pitching of sophomore Vince

Metzger, who allowed only two
hits in six innings to notch his
second win of the season against
no defeats. Senior Todd Repp
pitched two scoreless innings
before the game was called in
the top of the ninth inning due to
darkness.
The game was almost halted
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c^iirlington Optical
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TRY OUR NEW PAN PIZZA!

M t umrr CWTO.I T-IST
■owuhccniN
472-1113

3S2-2S33

•1.29
MARCH SPECIAL
1

Additional
Items .70

No Coupon
Needed

SAVE SS

2 (10") PIZZAS

Cheese & 1 Item

Cheese & 1 Item

Original

BOWLING GREEN

with quality toppings
on every Marco's Pizza
NEVER SKIMPY!

PIZZA

2 Large PIZZAS
I Pan Pizza Of

FAST FREE DELIVERY

SMALL CHEESE

Inside only

SAVE $$

Cho.ce CM

353-0044

POQliOi'S
S^
~ »I22*

$Q95

JI fnono't Puzo 1
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• Dough made fresh every day
• 100% real dairy cheeses
• Fresh meats and vegetables

• Additional Itama Only 90*
Covers Both »IIM«
• No Othet Coupon With This Olfai

I flWco's Pizza]

The Falcons took an early lead
in the third inning as freshman
catcher Daren Stiles singled to
right, followed by a Paul Thatcher walk and a Jeff Corey sacrifice bunt which moved the
runners to second and third, respectively.
Junior Shawn Gillenwater
then hit a bouncer to Dave
Everly, the Wolverine shortstop,
who opted to take the sure out at
first, allowing Stiles to score
what would be the eventual
game-winning run.
Michigan challenged in the
fourth inning. With one out and a
runner on first and third, Everly
hit a nubber between the mound
and home plate which Metzger
fielded and tossed underhand to
Stiles, barely nabbing UM's
Kourtney Thompson, who was
charging from third. Metzger
walked a hitter, before having

centerfielder Greg McMurtry
ground out to end the potential
rally.
BG added six runs in the seventh, aided by four walks, a hit
batter and an Everly error.
Senior Greg Lashuk added an
RBI single, his 14th of the
season. The captain also continued his hitting streak, which
now stands at 11 games.
"We came out ready to play
today," Platzer said. "We had
great pitching, timely hitting
and good defense. It was a team
effort all the way."
Much of the good defense
which Platzer alluded to was
provided by the infield. The Falcons stopped many hard-hit
ground balls which they converted into outs, often thwarting potential Michigan rallies.
The Falcons will look to win
their 10th game of the season today in their home opener as they
battle Otterbein beginning at 3
p.m.

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '89 WITH

$5 95

• Additional Item* Only It.20
Cova*S Both Plriai
• No Othtr Coupon With Th« Oft*

in the seventh inning as heavy
rains resulted in an hour-long
delay.

M-60

[FREE EXTRA SAUCE

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
hone

352-9378

835 High SI - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9 00-4.30

Monday-Friday

Housing Openings for SUMMER & Fa"
9 mo.-12 mo. Leases
FflMUKI
PIEDMONT APTS
2 bedroom
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH SI.
SMALL BLDGS - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6TH AND 7TH
RAIL VIEW MINI - WAREHOUSE
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT
All residents w<H have membership privileges
to Cherrywood Health Spa
Complete facilities for men and women
•
Hydro • Spa Whirlpool
•
Metro Sauna
•
Complete Exercise Equipment
•
Indoor Healed Pool
•
New Weight Equipment
•
Tanning Booth Available
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THE S.O.L.D.
(Student Organization
Leadership Development)

ORGANIZATION
would like to
congratulate the following
students for their outstanding
leadership contributions.
David Beaulieu
Elizabeth Kimes

Lara Fish
Terri Overbeck

Ann Schloss

Brett Stewart
Rozanne Zych

CONGRATULATIONS
Your efforts are

appreciated.
We're S.O.L.D. on
Leadership

It's All Here
in
Black & White.
For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

UniGroohics
211 West Hall

372-7418
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Prop 48 study released Ruggers' depth keys wins
Survey reveals racial barrier for blacks
NEW YORK (AP) - Proposition 48 academic
standards have become a racial barrier in college basketball, penalizing blacks almost exclusively, an Associated Press survey shows.
The survey of all 293 NCAA Division I schools
found 105 recruits were ineligible because of
Prop 48 in the season now drawing to a close,
and all but nine of them — 91.4 percent — were
black. By contrast, only 60.4 percent of the 3,892
players and, according to the Department of
Education, 8.6 percent of the entire student
population were black.
Only three Prop 48s this season were white,
and only one of them — at Youngstown State —
stayed at the school. There was one Hispanic
and five foreign-born.
The survey also showed:
— The number of Prop 48 players is leveling
off. down from 111 last season and 162 the year
before.
— More Prop 48 casualties are staying in
school to play their second year. Eighty percent
of plavers sidelined by Prop 48 last season
Clayed this season, up from 70 percent the year
efore.
— Louisiana State had five recruits sidelined
by Prop 48, the most of any school. Old Dominion had four and Boise State and Temple three
each. No other school had more than two.
— The Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference and
the Sun Belt Conference had 10 Prop 48s each,
the most among conferences. The Southeastern
had nine and the Big West seven. No other conference had more than five.

— Only the Atlantic Coast Conference, the
Colonial League, the East Coast Conference,
the Ivy League and the Trans America Athletic
Conference had no Prop 48s.
The percentage of blacks among the basketball Prop 48s is similar to results in an NCAA
study. The NCAA considered only those recruits
who actually enrolled in school and found that
58 of 60 Prop 48s were black in 1987-88 and 80 of
90 were black in 1986-87.
That's an even higher percentage than the
NCAA found in all sports combined, with blacks
six times as likely as whites to fail Prop 48
standards. That 1987-88 study showed one in
seven black recruits was a Prop 48, compared
with one in 45 whites.
"What they're involving themselves in right
now is close to a violation of a civil rights law,"
said Temple coach John Cheney, a leading opponent of Prop 48. "They are not above a civil
rights violation with both Prop 48 and Prop 42.
You're talking about predominantly blacks.
You're not talking about anyone else.
Proposition 42, passed by the NCAA convention in January, would prevent a school from
giving a scholarship to players who fail either of
the Prop 48 minimums — a 700 on the Scholastic
Aptitude Test (or 15 on the American College
Test) and a 2.0 grade-point average. Currently,
the partial-and non-qualifiers may not play, but
can receive financial aid. Cheney and Georgetown coach John Thompson are among the most
vocal critics of the new rule, scheduled to go
into effect for the 1990-91 school year.

SB
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held off one of the best clubs in
America and almost won the
thing to boot."
With virtually the same crew
on the field only two days later,
the Falcons demolished! Emory
University 50-0.
Rookie center Dave Doren
scored three tries as did veteran
center Bob Mateljan. Flander
Kyle Fulmer chipped in eight
points on four conversion kicks.
"One of our strong points over
the years has always been our
depth," Mazzarella said.
The club will not have to
worry about blown engines and
bad wheel bearings this weekend as they will host Notre
Dame in a triple header.
The first match against the
Fighting Irish will begin
Saturday at 1 p.m. at BGrs College
Park field.

With the squad further reduced to only seven first and
second team members, the Falcons were edged by national military champion Pensacola Naval Air Station 10-6.
"I have to take my hat off to
the team that faced Pensacola,"
Mazzarella said. "A make-shift
team of first teamers to rookies
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header against Vanderbilt as
well, as they won by scores of
23< and 46-0.
The Mid-South champion
Commodores kept close in their
first match with the Falcons
only to have their offense suffer
the same fate as Kent's.
Eight man Paul McCutcheon
led all scorers with two tries and
a conversion as 15 different Falcons scored in the two contests.
With transportation problems
starting to plague the Falcons,
BG took the field with something
less than the first XV against
Deep South city champion New
Orleans and the Black Lions in a
twilight doubleheader.
Only all-American candidate
John Lonsert was able to cross
the goal line in either match as
the Falcons tied New Orleans
4-4, but lost to the Black Lions

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!

'349ft

Sutler's
CAMPUS
career in
jeopardy POLLYEYES
"A Gathering Place"
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
(AP) — Bruce Sutter admitted
Tuesday that his chances of ever
pitching again are remote because of a severely torn rotator
cuff. But the former king of the
bullpen still is not ready to announce his retirement.
Sutter, who last year became
only the third relief pitcher in
baseball history to record 300
saves, was told Monday by
Braves' physicians that the rotator cuff in his right shoulder
was torn badly.
"I wouldn't anticipate that he
would play any more baseball,"
said team physician Dr. Robert
Wells after being shown results
of the examination.
"There's probably a 99.9 percent chance I won't be able to
pitch again," Sutter said.
Sutter also said he would rest
his arm for three to four months
and then decide whether to
undergo surgery.

The rugby club team had to
reach deep into its ranks in order to complete its annual
spring tour.
Reeling off six lopsided victories at the start, the Falcon ruggers had to weather the loss of 21
first and second XV starters in
broken down vehicles and ultimately finish with a 7-2-1 record.
The Falcons began with a four
game sweep of Kent State, beating the Golden Flashes 28M), 26-0,
14-0 and 3-0.
The Golden Flashes, who have
spent the last four years nipping
at the heels of the Falcons in the
hunt for a Mid-American Conference rugby championship,
never got on track offensively as
a hard - charging BG defense
chalked up four shutouts.
Leading the Falcon scoring attack were fullbacks Brian Zele
and Steve Markert and wing
Chad Gaizutis with two tries a
piece.
Roger Mazzarella, BG head
coach, discounted the onesidedness of the victories.
"Kent is a little rough around
the edges and I think we'll be
hearing from them again at the
MAC'S in April," he said.
BG took both ends of a double-

$8.00

Any Large 14 Inch
Any Small 10 Inch Pan Pizza I
Two Item Pan Pizza &
With One Item
I
One Quart of Coke
Extra Items 70' a $5 20 value fExtra Items $1.20 a $10.00 value
Campus Pollyeyes
352-9638gCampus Pollyeyes
352-9638

831 Foster St
EvaWBn.il. 60201
3124755070 .

Applications are being accepted
for

Summer 1989 BG News editor
Fall 1989 BG News editor
1989-90 Gavel editor
1990 Key editor
1989-90 Miscellany editor
1989-90 Obsidian editor
Application forms may be obtained at
The BG News office, 214 West Hall.

1 GET INVOLVED!

Application deadline Fri., April 15, 5 p.m.

CABINET POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Positions Include:
Academic Affairs
Treasurer
University Committee
Nafional, Sfafe
Coordinator
and Community Affairs
Student Welfare
Public Relations
Minority Affairs
\ 'uman Relations
and
Organizational Representatives To Serve
General Assembly.
Applications Due: Friday, April 7 by 5:00 p.m.
405 Student Services
The College of
Musical Arts
present

Saturday,
April 8, 1989

The Official 1 hour Knoto
Processor Spring Break '89
$

3, *2, »1 Off
on Film
Developing

FREE
Extra Set
of Prints

Kobacker Hall
Two Shows: 7pm and 9:30pm

Reserved Seats:

$15.50
$12.50
$9.50

* $2.50 student discount with
valid BGSU I.D.

Tickets on sale now at:
Moore Musical Arts Center
(12pm • 6pm)
Finders, Boogie. Abbey Road, The Shed
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March 29,1989

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

" JUSTICE THE HOMELESS"
An address by Mr Harold Moss o( the Washington D C -based Community to* Creative NonViolence, an Advocacy organization working
with the homeless
THURS APRIL 6th 7:30 p.m. 115 EDUCATION

Theresa Kipker Chech lound Can 353-6972
MM "■'■-.vig-'

RIDES
R.de needed to OHIO UNIVERSITY this week
end Please call BARB 353-3675

• 'ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS* ■
Come to the ACE meeting Wednesday
March 29 at 6 30 in room 403 Moseley Hal
See youthere'
"ATTENTION SKI CLUB"
Just because the snow is gone doesn't mean
the 'un is over' April 9 pool party and April 14
15. 16 Whitewater Rafting m West Va I- tor
only S45 More mtomation at Wed 29th meet
ng 7 30 070 Overman Had Everybody wel
corned'
100,000 CHILDREN IN THE U.S.
ARE WITHOUT HOMES EACH NIGHT
DEMONSTRATE YOUR CONCERN!
Following Harold Moss Speech Tues April 6
at 7 30 pm in 115 Education people will show
shew solidarity with the Homeless by not returning to their homes that night
PLEASE JOIN US IN THE UNION OVAL OR AT
THE UCF CENTER OVERNIGHT on aprll 6.
For more mlormation call 352 7534
ALL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS. PERKINS LOANS OR
NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE GRA
DUAT1NG OR LEAVING 8 G S U AT THE END
OF SPRING SEMESTER. 1989. SHOULD
CALL THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT
372-8112 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR
AN EXIT INTERVIEW

COLLEGE MONEV Private scholarships You
will receive Imancial aid. GUARANTEED Federaty approved program Scholarships. 7401C
Loulsburg
Raleigh. NC 27604.
919-676-7691
Day. after day

A TO Z DATA CENTER 352 5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Ex
press. Typing. Resumes. FAX, Copies
Center lor Choice II
Abortion. Morning Alter Treatment
Free Pregnancy Test
Proud to be Pro Choice
16 N Huron Toledo OH

And I will pray
But the day
after today
I w i li atop
and I will siart
VIOLENT FEMMES

April 3
8pm
Grand Ballroom
DEEP SIX
One of Toledo's best bands Live at Cassidy's
restaurant March 29 and 30 18 and ova*

255 7769
EARN $40OO-$10.OQ0 THIS SUMMER IN ALASKA The Harvard Student Guide to Summer
Jobs «n Alaska Send $7 95 to Crimson Press.
1953 Massachusetts Ave
PO Box 558
Cambridge. MA 02140
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Confidential and Informative
We hslen We care. We can help
BG Pregnancy Center 354-HOPE

DON'T FORGET to attend the two remaining
SOLD Leadership Development Workshops
this week The topics are How to Manage
Stress" and "How do I Apply My Current
Leadership SkiUs to My Future Employment?"
For more info . call 372-2843
FIJI Ultimate Fnsbee Tournament
Sun April 2
For more mlo call 372-8331
FIJI Ultimate Fnsbee Tournament

Sun April 2
Professional Typing
Theses, term papers, manuscripts
Prompt Service. 352-4485
Typing Service
Resumes-term papers
354 0371

For more mfo Call 372-8331
FIJI Ultimate Frlsbee Tournament
Sun April 2 1 2 00
BGSU IM Fields
Live Rock-n-Roll From LOVESTREET

TYPING SERVICES lor all types of papers
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Call 352-3967 from 8am to 9pm

FIJI Ultimate Frlsbee Tournament
Sun April 2 12 00
BGSU IM Fields
Lrve Rock n Roll from LOVESTREET

Get involved1 Be a Volunteer Placement Assistant tor the 69 90 school year Applications are
available March 27*Apni 17 at the Placement
Office. 360 Student Services

PERSONALS

FIJI Ultimate Frlsbee Tournament
Sun . April 2 1 2 00
BGSU IM Fields
Lrve RocK-n-RoH from LOVESTREET

SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICPATE IN MAY 6
1989 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL 1 1 989 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR OR0ER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN.
YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE

T-Shirt ntohl every Wednesday night
Brathaus wil give away
Brathaus T-SWrl evefy nail hour
from 9 30p m until I 00a m
Be here early lor better chance to win

VIOLENT FEMMES
In concert
Monday. April 3
8pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
2nd Floor University Union
$6.00 Student wfl.D.
$6.00 General Admission
Tickets at all Local outleis
and the UAO office
Hurry • Tickets going Fast
WBGU-POWER 68 Brings you Ihe best in R 8 8.
Dance Music 4 Rap m the area every Mon .
Tue andThurs 8-10pm

LOST & FOUND
Money reward (or person returning glasses lost
m 306 University Hall Call Lynn 2 3810

• FIJI ISLAND •
• FIJI ISLAND •
• FIJI ISLAND •
• USG POSITIONS AVAILABLE "
Apply loday
405 Student Services
■GETINVOLVED' •
•TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY• TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY-TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY100 000 CHILDREN IN THE U.S.
ARE WITHOUT HOMES EACH NIGHT
DEMONSTRATE YOUR CONCERNI
Following Harold Moss speech Tues April 6 at
7 30p m in 115 Education, people win show
their solidarity with the homeless by not returning to their homes that night
PLEASE JOIN US IN THE UNION OVAL OR AT
THE UCF CENTER OVERNIGHT on aprll 6.
For more mlormation call 352- 7534
20S oil on BGSU »ckels
TO's Campus Corner
900 E Woosler

1

THE
TANNING
CENTER

18 BEDS TO MAINTAIN
THAT SPRING BREAK TAN

Adoption
Loving couple wishes to adopt a
newborn win provide a lot ol love and Imancial
security tor your Dahy All expenses paid Con
tidential Cal collect 1 -822-9288
BE REPRESENTED!
REGISTER TO VOTE
UNIVERSITY HALL
10AM -4PM
BONUS INCOME
Earn S200-S5OO weekly Mailing 1989 travel
brochures For more mlormation send stamped
envelope to Inc P 0 Box 2139 Miami. FL
33281

10 VISITS ONLY $20
with this ad to April 1
good at all 3 locations

REGISTRATION FOR MAY ELECTIONS ENDS
TODAY
REGISTER TO VOTE IN UNIVERSITY HALL.
10A.M.-4P.M.
REGISTRATION FOR MAY ELECTIONS ENDS
TODAY.
REGISTER TO VOTE IN UNIVERSITY HALL.
10A.M.-4P.M.

I get angry

SERVICES OFFERED
• " Attention O S E A Committee Members''
Committee pictures win be taken
ApnU. 1969
alter the general meetmg

Cherrywood Health Spa-Tanning Booth
10 visits lor $20 352 93 78

FUJI Ultimate Risbee Tournament
Sun Apnl 2
For more mfo cal 372 8331
Gabby Brogan
All I have to say is
Driving Lessons. Blueberry HIM
Big Olaf Beach Benches Top 40
I am Michigan Bikini
Second Place. Slap Happy
Siesta K»y
STROKINTOTHEEASTI!
I love my little
Get A taste of Germany
Tour Odenburgs Brewery
Details in Friday Magazine
Get Into Shape For Summer
New 8 week weight loss program on campus
Spring Program Wed March 29 thru May 17
Summer Program Wed May 1 7 thru Jury 5.
8 week course under $20 00
PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS TODAY
1-423-050S •" 1-678-8343
Get involved' Be a Volunteer Placement Assistant for the 89-90 school year Applications are
available March 2 7-April 17 at the Placement
Office. 360 Student Services
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
COED DBLS A MEN'S SGLS
TENNIS MARCH 29

yminmml Political Srirnrr Honor Soriny

ROCK FOR YOUR RIGHTS
A benefit concert For Amnesty Int'l with
Sheepish Grin, Opiate of the Masses
a comedian Cralg Hergeri
Following a speech by Amnesty InternationalUSA Exec Director John G. Healay on THE
FUTURE OF HUMAN RIGHTS Speech begins
at 7 00 pm. Concert approx 8 00pm $2 studenl w>ID $3 non-student (for the concert)
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Please bring your calendar
The BGSU community Is Invited to...
Muslim-Christian dialogue. Sunday April 2. 5
PM at the UCF Centerfcorner of Ridge A dis
cussion will be co-lead by UCF Campus Minister Rev Bill Thompson and Imam Am Khattab
ol the Islamic Community Center in Perrysburg
THE FUTURE OF HUMAN BIGHTS
A speech by Amnesty International-USA
Executive Director John G. Healey
Free-Lenhart Grand Ballroom 7 00pm Thurs
THE TIME TO ACT IS NOW
REGISTER TO VOTE TODAY
UNIVERSITY HALL
10AM-4PM
The United Colors ol AOTT
The United Colors of AOTT
The United Colors of AOTT

TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAYGTWISTING
THE NIGHT AWAY
TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY

LAST CHANCE1 REGISTER TODAY!
LAST CHANCE! REGISTER TODAY!

LAST CHANCE! REGISTER TODAY!

TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY
TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY
TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY

John LMsTj
Ketired Foreign Senice Officer

the Wash House
248 N. Main
Southside Laundromat
993 S. Mam

Thursday 7:30 p.m.
March 30th
Gish Film Theater
Kor murr inforniHlioti
Flrunr ronlm-l tint* of
Pi Sigma Alpha'* officer*

YOUR TANNING PROFESSIONALS
•SINCE 1980*

Let me go on
Like I bkster in the Sun
Let me go on
Big Hands you know
you're the one
VIOLENT FEMMES
$6 00 students
$8 00 General Admission
April 3-8pm
Grand Ballroom

Crug Tiluferro. Prewknt 353-435?
Pilnm Conlon. SecretaryvTreu. 353-4257

Opiate of The Masses
Sheepish Grin and
Cralg Hergeri (comedian)
In a benefit concert for AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 8 00 PM Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Thursday $2.00 studenl with ID $3 00 NonStudent

National marketing firm seeks ambitious malure
student to manage on campus promotions for
lop nat-onal companies this school year Flexible hours with earnings potential lo $2500 00
CaH I 800 950 8472 Ext 28
Resort Island Summer Employment
Ice
Cream Gilt Shop clerk position Good wage
Housing available Please send resume to Ted
Terry 13102 Tyler. Cleveland. OH 44111

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO
Do you want to become more Involved? Applications tor UAO director positions are avallable In the UAO office (3rd floor Student
Union) or call 372-2343 for more Information.
Application deadline Is Friday. March 31.
Hurry, don'l miss this opportunity!
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAOG

WANTED
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed)
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountains, Noriheastern Pennsylvania. Lohlkan, P.O. Box 234BG, Kenllworth. NJ 07033
(201)278-0585.
HELP! Female roommate needed lor 89-90
school year1 If interested Call Potty 2 4491.
De/cey 2-4494. Pam 2-4487
HELP- Need Female Rmt lor either summer or
89-90 School year Rent $160 00/mo CaH
pam 81353-6621
Part-time on call data entry clerk. Roadway
Express Is looking lor part-lime data entry
clerks to work outside our loading dock using
a laser data scanner Position will be 8 to 24
hrs. per week. Nights and weekends wage Is
S7.50fTtr. Apply at 8180 Hagman Rd. Toledo.
Oh. Anytime Wednesday 1-5 pm. Equal opportunity /aliirmative action employer.
Woman and minorities encouraged to apply.
Roommates Needed for Summer 89 House on
Manville Close lo Campus. Call Now
354 3063 Prices Negotiable

For Sale YAMAHA CONCERT SYSTEM
Phono . Tuner. Amp . DUAL CASSETTE
$750 00 Meg 353 8218 AaM For Rob

FOR RENT

• Roommates needed maleJemale
CaH John Newktve Real Estate

354-2260

Jaymer Apartments
2 bedroom apartments
Available tor summer fall
As low as $405 per month

354-6036

1 Bedroom furnished a 2 bedroom unfurnished
1 2 month leases 352-3445
3 bedroom down, 4 bedroom up duplex 148 S
Srmmrl 12 month lease Call 352-1268
3 rmts needed to sublei house on 1230 E
Wooster tor summer semester 89 For mto call
Val 372 5841 or Sue at 353-6338
APARTMENTS- 2 bedroom, furnished unlurn
Summer. 2 semester or 12 mo. leases 1/2
block lo campus FREE cable T V . lockout key
service, heat New carpet, some new furniture
Call Tom 352-4673 days. 9a m -5p m
352-1800 evenings 8 weekends
Brand new 2 bdrm apt Never lived in
FOXRUN APARTMENTS
1 yr lease Interested call John 353-0060
Cheap Summer Rates
1 8 2 bedroom apartments Rales beginning al
$4/f. entire summer Call 352 9302
For Rent 2 bedroom furnished apartment for 2
to 4 people summer only located 304 E
Court St Call 614-291-0767
FOR SUMMER
2 br house 1 1 2 blocks from campus Very affordable & in good condition CaH Amy al
353 7518

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.

Spring a Summer delivery personnel Apply
DiBenedotto'S 2 5 mon In No calls please
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS
• MEN 8 WOMEN GENERAUSTS 8 SPECIALISTS
Two overnight 8 week camps in New York's
Adirondack Mountains have openings for tennis watertront (WSI. ALS saikng. skiing, small
crafts). aH teem sports, gymnastics, arts-crafts,
pioneering, music, photography, drama, dance.
8 nurses who love 'un 8 chJdren
Wnle Professor Robert S Gersten
Brant Lake Camp
84 Leamington Street
Udo Beach.NY 11561
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Put-in-Bay Island on Lake Erie
Carryouldek 45-50 hrs per week
Paid Housing
Start as soon as school year ends
Contact irwin Silverman:
Call (419) 471-1824 or write to:
5034 Breezeway Dr., Toledo, OH 43613
Summer Sales 8 Marketing Intern lor wholesale
beverage dist m Lorain. Erie counties Must
have own car. ret req'd Send letter or resume
to Dept O PO Box 1 22, Lorain. OH 44052

LAST CHANCE! REGISTER TODAY!

Hair Unlimited
143 W. Wooster

Dehvery person needed Monday thru Friday
Approx 3 hours a day Call 353-8922

LIFEGUARDS WANTED Seasonal work available at Portage Quarry Rec Club MUST
BRING CURRENT RED CROSS CERTIFICA
TION CARD and apply in person at T Square
Graphics. 121 South Mam. Bowling Green
Ohio Accepting applications through April 28.
19BMONLY

Take the Lead...
Who: New Tour Guides
Whal:lce Breaker Meetmg
When: 5 7pm TODAY
Where: Founders' Gold Lounge

For Sale Dorm Refrigerator in excettent shape
with accessories included
$55 00 ph
354-3254

Camp Staff lor Girl Scout Camp near Kaiama
zoo Ml June 7-August 7 Waterfront staff
asst director/business manager, program director, health supervisor. CIT director, unit
leaders, counselors, kitchen staff, other positions For an application contact Girl Scouts ol
Singing Sands Council. 15985 State Road 23.
Granger. IN 46530 (219) 277-0900. or your
placement office

Graduating Seniors
America's largest insurance 8 financial service
company has openings lor multi-lines agenis a
registered representatives Excellent opportunity with extensive financial producl kne Excellent benefits 8 training program For confidential
mterview call Neal Kruse at 419-865-6781
Mon through Fn 9am-4pm

Attention graduating seniors
1989 Senior Challenge is COMING
The Traditon Continues'

Can you buy Jeeps. Car*. 4 X 4's Seized in
drug raids lor under $ 100 00? Call lor facts to
day 602837 3401 Ext 299

" 1 bedroom a 2 bedroom
lurn a unfurn apartments

Take a real road trip) Attend College next year
m another state without paying out -ol-stale fees
through National Studenl Exchange Limited
spaces still available m Alabama California.
Maine New York and Other states Call Ihe
Center lor Academic Options at 2 8202 today
TAKE THE CHALLENGE
SENIOR CHALLENGE '89

Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X 4's Seized m
drug raids for under $ 100 00' Call lor tacts loday 602-837-3401 Ext 299

Bassetl's IGA
205 SE Caiawba Road
Port Canton OH 43452
Phone (419)734-6506

Company needs studenl with knowledge of
keyllnlng and ability to Illustrate and design.
Location Is Rocky River, Oh. Call Co-op Office
at 372-2451.

LAST CHANCE! REGISTER TODAY!

LAST CHANCE! REGISTER TODAYI

PORT CLINTON AREA STUDENTS
Prepare this summer for next year's Cqtepje.
Mis* Good pay. great working conditions1111
Apply by phone or in person lo

Cleveland Metroparks needs summer interns
for Landscape Architect, Natural Resource
Mgmt.. Data Processing/Programmer.
Seasonal Naturallsl and Planning/Development. Call Co-op at 372-2451 or
stop by 236 Admin Bldg

Tons of SEX"
or maybe lustOEEP SIX live al Cassidy's wed
and thurs Come out and play with the shortest
band m N W Ohm

LAST CHANCE! REGISTER TODAY!

ATTENTION

SWEETNESS.
Thank-you for a wonderful week m Daytona
Beach The time we spent together leaves me
speechless, but remember that it's only going
to get better-I PROMISE!
L0VE.PEZ.

Is Your Tan Already Beginning to Fade?
Only 3 days lafl until
Alpha XI Delia - Delta Tau Delta
SHOW OFF YOUR TAN

LAST CHANCE! REGISTER TODAY!

Pi Sigma Alphu

ROCK FOR YOUR RIGHTS
A benefil concert for Amnesty Int'l with
Sheepish Grin. Opiate of the Masses
A comedian Cralg Hergeri
Following a speech by Amnesty InternationalUSA Exec Director John O. Healey on THE
FUTURE OF HUMAN RIGHTS Speech begins
at 7 00 pm concert approx 8 00 pm $2 studenl w ID S3 non-student (for the concert)
Lenhart Grand Battroom

Advanced Specialty Products. Inc
Part-time employment available
Full-time during Spring Break
Immediate part-time employment avatt Our
company is seeking part-time employees lo
perform unskitted bght production work Flexible hours around class schedules can be arranged Plant location is only 2 blocks from
B G S U campus The rale of wage is $3 35
per hour If interested call the company office at
354-2844 or pick-up application at Advanced
Specalty Products. Inc . 428 dough St . Bowl
mg Green. OH 43402

The best phone job m town Part-time and lull
time available Cal 353-6922
The Studenl Recreation Center is looking for a
lew good summer Meguards and swimming instructors Interested?Call Scott at 2-7477
Toledo company needs MIS or CS student
with dBASE III for summer Internship. Pays
SB.OOfhr. Slop by or call Co-op Office at
372-2451.
WANTED I
BGSU s most qualified students as advertising
eases representatives lor THE BG NEWS
If you are a sell motivated, results oriented person. YOU have the potential lo be one of the
highest paid students on campus
* All major s encouraged lo apply *
Must have own car
Applications 8 mb descriptions available at 214
West Hall Deadline Fr. Apr* 7. 5 PM
Whitehouse Nannies Best la/nikes in Washington DC Area. Seeking Top chJdca/e in
Exchange for great salary. Room and Board
Travel opportunity Minimum 1 year commitment All Employers Screened m person Call or
write Whitehouse Nannies 4733 Beihesda
Ave Suite 804. Beihesda Maryland 2081 4 or
cal 301 6541242

8O0-THIRD STREET
Summer 8 Fall Openings
182 bedroom apartments
Free Heat Water and Sewer
School year leaaes avaaable
Reasonable rales

Call 352 4986
Hall avail lor parties 8 receptions 352-9370
leave a message
Houses for 1989 90 school year
Call 352-2330 or 352 7992 after 5pm 9-5pm
352-4166
Nice 2 8 3 Bdrm Houses
Avail Fall. Near Campus
353-7547 Mornings Only
Now leasing for summer and fai
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
Pnveloges to Cher r y wood Health Spa
Prelerred Properties Co 352-9378
Party Room For Rent
Prelerred Properties. Co

352-9376
Prime location on Manvllle4 6 people needed
to sublease house Irom May-August House
has brand new carpet, tile, and furniture is available If Interested please call 353-5058.
Ralhrlew Mini-Warehouse
(al the corner of Railroad Ave and Lehman
Ave I 5X7 -9x15-9X30
Preferred Properties. Co
352-9378
Room for renl Summer 89 Across from Founders $400 353-4771 negotiable
Save Money1 2 bedrooms. 1 1 '2 belh
Apartments $435 semester based on 4 persons
Call 352-9302
Stay Close1 4 person Campus Manor Apartments open for 1989-90 All major utilities paid
Call 352*9302 Check out our summer rates
Summer Sublease, one bdrm lor close to campus, air conditioned Renl negotiable Call Greg
353 7529 or 372 6091
THE BEST LOCATION
606 5 Easl woosler
House lor 4 rent starting
Summer 89 and 89-90
School year il interested

CaH 353-5529

FOR SALE
1982 AMC Concord 4 door sedan, automatic,
low mileage, no rust, new transmission Call
3528722
1982 FORD MUSTANG 5 SPEED White w,
T lops Eagle St s $1500 00 Meg 353-8218
Ask lor Rob.
86' Camaro Iroc Z-28
Only 25.000 miles, loaded w.T-tops, mmi
condition asking $1 1.600 352-9494
Brand New never mounted skis 203 cm. Dynaster course SL Ceramics Top ol the line mar
ker rotaries Will set at any price Ask tor John
3530060

Thurshn Manor ■ 1 or 2 person efficiencies left
lor Fall 8 Summer ol 1989 CaH 352-9302
Very Nice 2 Bedroom Furnished lor 4 people 9
month lease 352-3445
We Made a MISTAKE!
Gary thought I rented Ihe Last two apartments
and I thought He did So we have two beautiful
Units left These two Apartments are furnished.
have a Balcony, and the heat. Air conditioning,
water and sewer are provided Renl ol
$485.00 and Electric Each month plus a security deposit is all you pay1 The lease is lor twelve
months starting in May Phone 353-7934 after
six Ask Gary for details

by Dugg Lamielle
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